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Description

An American chart of the European theater of operations. This chart includes a history from the end of World War I until
the end of World War II in the European theater. Photos of political and military leaders, maps, and unit insignia
accompany the text. Specifically, the maps complement the printed text by showing the movement of Allied and
German forces throughout the Western, Eastern, Italian, and Northern African fronts. Specific units and/or their
commanding officers are often noted on the maps along with dates of specific events. Attached is the original cover
piece which is titled "Factual Chart of World War II: European Operations." Printed text and graphics on this cover piece
include the insignia of the United States Army Corps involved in the European theater and the insignia of the nine
service commands. Handwriting on the back of the chart and cover piece indicates that this chart is part of the Official
File. The handwriting reads in part: "OF 273-A, 1/28/46."

Date(s)
ca.
1945
Cartographer Copyright by S.C. Dickerhoff, Jr., World War Chart Company, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.
Keywords World War, 1939-1945
Photo Color Color
Physical Size 39 X 57 inches
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Rights

This item is copyrighted and cannot be published, reproduced, or otherwise used without the explicit permission of the
copyright holder.

Note: If you use this image, rights assessment and attribution are your responsibility.

Credit: Copyright by S.C. Dickerhoff, Jr., World War Chart Company, Lebanon, Pennsylvania.

Courtesy Harry S. Truman Library & Museum, Independence, Missouri.

Attention media: Please make note of this item's map number. Print out this page and retain it for your permissions
records before downloading this image file for possible publication. Library staff cannot sign permissions forms or
provide additional paperwork. The Library charges no usage fees for downloaded images. Fees are charged for higher
resolution scans.


